In the future, I will discuss the effects and use of this tool in the conceptual design through design experiments that a designer conducts.
Hiroyuki Miyajima Hiroyuki Miyajima Tokyo Tokyo Jogakkan
Jogakkan College College Through my experience in the work, I discovered the following two points.
The use of a conventional tool enables the development of a simulation model in a short time as compared with one's own development, but no product can be obtained which is more than what is given by a model building support environment and an analysis tool established on the basis of a conventional tool. Alternatively, when independently developing one's own tool, the degree of freedom in modeling is large, but both sophisticated programming technology and a considerable amount of time are required. As a secondary effect, while debugging software, a programmer gains significant understanding of the target system and in the process of the debugging work, a programmer occasionally comes up with a new idea for the design.
That is, while building a simulation model on a computer, the designer develops and confirms his/her own idea. This outcome yields a great effect on the conceptual design. However, conventional simulation tools are not designed so that the interaction between the designer and a model building support environment is dynamically used to bring out a designer's idea.
Objection Objection
Therefore, I consider the development of a conceptual Therefore, I consider the development of a conceptual design support tool in the design of the LSS, while focusing design support tool in the design of the LSS, while focusing attention on the interaction between the simulation tool and attention on the interaction between the simulation tool and the designer. the designer. 
History of LSS simulation

Interaction design Interaction design
The interaction design determines the representation and operation systems of the tool from the perspective of the thought and action processes that the user experiences with the application tool. At this time, a model of thought and action is referred to as an interaction model.
To develop an application tool enabling the designer to think without difficulty in support of a creative activity, Dr. Nakakouji cites the following four prerequisites for externalizing the interaction design:
1. Representation system enabling representation of ambiguity; 2. Representation system enabling representation of solution and problem; 3. Representation system enabling simultaneous overview of the halfway finished part and the whole coming to successful completion; and 4. Operation system enabling intuitive operation for these three prerequisites. In this study, the KSP hierarchy is used for the definition of interactions from the designer to a software application (externalized operation), and from a software application to the designer (externalized representation). 
Overview of conceptual design support tool Overview of conceptual design support tool
The concept is formed while the simulation tool and the designer repeat such interactions.
Subsystem List
Viewer ( Relationship between parts is built on A1, while checking the flow between parts based on A2 and A3.
Relationship between parts is modified on B, while checking the role of a part on the whole.
Details of a part are set on C.
Role of the part of the whole is again checked in depth on A4.
Result is checked on D. 
Conclusion Conclusion
In this presentation, the role of the simulation tool of the LSS In this presentation, the role of the simulation tool of the LSS was was outlined. Also pointed out was that the simulation tools are lac outlined. Also pointed out was that the simulation tools are lacking in king in concept formation function. concept formation function.
To install this function To install this function, the goal is that development be conducted in , the goal is that development be conducted in light of the interaction between the designer and the simulation light of the interaction between the designer and the simulation tool.
tool. Next Next, comparison was made with the operation and representation , comparison was made with the operation and representation systems of the three simulation tools in terms of the interactio systems of the three simulation tools in terms of the interaction design n design so as to analyze the functions of the simulation tool necessary so as to analyze the functions of the simulation tool necessary for the for the support of a conceptual design. support of a conceptual design. Based on the analysis Based on the analysis, the interaction model was created, and the , the interaction model was created, and the development outline was shown, in which the ALS scheduler is mod development outline was shown, in which the ALS scheduler is modified ified to a tool placing importance on the extraction of the designer to a tool placing importance on the extraction of the designer' 's mental s mental model by interactions. model by interactions.
